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“Stealth Architecture”.
Archeological Museum, Frankfurt am Main, European Central Bank press event, presentation of the new 5 EUR banknote
© Armin Linke, 2013

Diagram of Münchenerstraße in Frankfurt’s Hauptbahnhof area connecting the street’s shop owners to their home country
© Joel Roy, 2013
“Stealth Architecture”.
Religious Cultural Center, entrance and book store, Frankfurt am Main, Hauptbahnhof Area
© Armin Linke, 2013

“Stealth Architecture”.
Religious Cultural Center, prayer hall, Frankfurt am Main, Hauptbahnhof Area
© Armin Linke, 2013

“Stealth Architecture”.
Weltkulturen Museum Store, Frankfurt am Main, Osthafen
© Armin Linke, 2013
“Stealth Architecture”.
Life-sized portrait figure of a Papua made of plaster and papier mâché (without wig and festive attire), formerly presented in the old permanent exhibition of the Museum at the Palais Thurn und Taxis. Today at Weltkulturen Museum Store, Frankfurt am Main, Osthafen
© Armin Linke, 2013

“Stealth Architecture”.
Weltkulturen Museum Store, Frankfurt am Main, Riederwald
© Armin Linke, 2013

“Stealth Architecture”.
Weltkulturen Museum Store, Frankfurt am Main, Riederwald
© Armin Linke, 2013
“Stealth Architecture”.
Weltkulturen Museum Store, Frankfurt am Main, Riederwald
© Armin Linke, 2013

Visit at the Weltkulturen Museum Stores, Frankfurt am Main, Riederwald during Think Tank “The Administration of Goods and People” in preparation of the exhibition “Ware und Wissen – Anthropology and the Geography of Trade.”
Courtesy Clémentine Deliss, 2013

Weltkulturen Museum buildings © Wolfgang Günzel, 2011
Exterior view Weltkulturen Labor © Wolfgang Günzel, 2011

Think Tank “The Administration of People and Goods” in preparation of the exhibition “Ware und Wissen – Anthropology and the Geography of Trade.” © Wolfgang Günzel, 2013

Think Tank “The Administration of People and Goods” in preparation of the exhibition “Ware und Wissen – Anthropology and the Geography of Trade”
© Wolfgang Günzel, 2013

Think Tank “The Administration of People and Goods” for the preparation of the exhibition “Ware und Wissen – Anthropology and the Geography of Trade”
© Wolfgang Günzel, 2013

Weltkulturen Museum, Exhibition Villa
© Wolfgang Günzel, 2011
Exhibition view of “Trading Style – Weltmode im Dialog”, Entrance foyer
© Wolfgang Günzel, 2012

Opening of exhibition “Trading Style – Weltmode im Dialog”
© Wolfgang Günzel, 2012

Exhibition view “Trading Style – Weltmode im Dialog” with objects and photographs from the Weltkulturen Museum collection
© Wolfgang Günzel, 2013
Exhibition view “Trading Style – Weltmode im Dialog” with objects and photographs from the Weltkulturen Museum collection © Wolfgang Günzel, 2013

“Trading Style – Weltmode im Dialog”, exhibition view with objects from the Weltkulturen Museum’s collection and wall collage with photographs from the image archive and fashion label lookbooks. © Wolfgang Günzel, 2013

P.A.M (Perks and Mini) with objects from the Weltkulturen Museum’s Collection, installation view “Trading Style – Weltmode im Dialog” © Wolfgang Günzel, 2013

A Kind of Guise with objects from the Weltkulturen Museum’s Collection, installation view of “Trading Style – Weltmode im Dialog” © Wolfgang Günzel, 2013

CassettePlaya with objects from the Weltkulturen Museum’s Collection, installation view “Trading Style – Weltmode im Dialog” © Wolfgang Günzel, 2013
P.A.M. (Perks and Mini) with objects from the Weltkulturen Museum’s Collection, installation view “Trading Style – Weltmode im Dialog” © Wolfgang Günzel, 2013